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MCC prioritizes work with uprooted and other vulnerable people.
MCC’s key emphases in building healthy, sustainable communities are: responding to
disasters; ending hunger; providing clean water; offering quality education; and enabling
sustainable livelihoods.
MCC is committed to preventing violence and promoting justice and peace.
MCC invests in young people to serve at home and around the world.
MCC, through mutually transformative relationships, nurtures and aligns the passions of the
church, partners, and supporters.

The MCCC and MCC U.S. Boards have also affirmed that MCC adopt a marketing approach in its
program and operations and that MCC’s upcoming centennial in 2020 provide an MCC-wide
focus. These affirmations will inform and give shape to many of the strategies detailed below.

Strategic Goals
1. MCC will expand its efforts to provide access to clean water, food, and livelihoods for
uprooted and vulnerable people.
2. MCC will strengthen efforts to build bridges through innovative peacebuilding initiatives in
communities divided by walls of hostility.
3. MCC will develop new partnerships with churches and supporting communities.
4. MCC will increase opportunities for young adults to serve, learn, and engage with MCC.
5. Leveraging our strategic initiatives and domestic/international connections, we will increase
the donor base over the next five years (in terms of both dollar amounts and number of
donors).
6. Engage Thrift as a key marketing face of MCC in Canada.
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Program Involvement (Strategic Goal
#1)
# of program participants
# of uprooted & vulnerable
participants
Human Capital
# of volunteers
# of international service workers
# of MCCO staff
# of MCCO staff and international
service workers under age 30
(Strategic Goal #4)
Donors and Donations (Strat. Goal #5)
Total general contributions
# of Donors
Thrift (Strategic Goal #6)
Customer awareness of MCC receiving
Thrift profits
Customer awareness of MCC Work in:
Relief
Development
Peace

* all 201516
7.

Risk Management
In compliance with MCC Canada
Financial Planning and Reporting
Processes
In compliance with legal requirements

8.

Information Technology
At or above MCCs in Canada
standards in software, hardware and
data

Legend:

Red: Not on course to meet target
Amber: Concern or uncertainty about measurement, or ability to meet target
Green: On course to meet target

* Baseline established from 2014-15 Year-End unless noted as 2015-16 above.

Red/Amber/Green

Learning and Analysis
1. Clarifying language added to the Amber Light in the legend so it now reads, “Concern or uncertainty about
measurement, or ability to meet target.” (red font is new language)
2. We are an agency learning to do strategic planning. As an organization, we pride ourselves in being responsive
to our constituency as well as to the needs of our partners, program participants and the world in which we live.
This challenges the use of our strategic plan as a tool to guide making focused choices that result in the
redirection of resources. As well, our current plan is too detailed and operational to effectively guide decision
making over time.
3. It is important to note that the targets and strategies become less relevant over time unless revisions are made
in the process to address ongoing changes in context and needs of those we work with. The MCC system has
agreed to not revise the current plan but instead put the energy into an improved plan for next round of
strategic planning.
4. The current Strategic Plan is limited as the ‘Strategic Directions and Goals’ focus mostly on Program with
minimal focus on Thrift, Donor Relations and Material Resources. Additionally, as a decision making tool this
plan could include more direction for the type of organization we want to become (e.g. are we striving to grow
or maintain?).
5. Our strategic plan is ambitious and our current staff are stretched to meet the goals and objectives identified.
[This is in part because of a revenue sharing model that makes it hard to fund our own fundraising and local
Ontario program work.]
6. In the course of implementing this strategic plan, we have learned that counting partnerships using a narrow
definition of partnership is not a great indicator of success, sustainability or even a measure of the full scope of
our work with other organizations, churches and constituents. We continue to mature in our understanding of
how to do PMER, which continues to inform the development of project plans and reporting. This impacts how
and what we count and track, thus affecting our progress toward stated targets for number of projects.
7. We have worked diligently to ensure that our approach to fundraising is in alignment with the culture and
values of MCC. As we have implemented the fundamentals of fundraising we have been encouraged to see
outcomes that have surpassed expectations. Among other things we have had greater contact with our donors,
do more specific reporting, and have been able to better align donors with their areas of interest.
8. MCC has the advantage over many other charities in that we have a natural “pipeline” of new donors through
such events as disasters. In general there is a strong sense of goodwill toward the work of MCC. The depth and
breadth of our donor’s incredible generosity is hard to keep up with at times.
9. The current model of revenue distribution across MCC does not accommodate the costs of operating a
sustainable fundraising program. This reality will need to be addressed before the next fiscal year or we risk
significant disruption of our fundraising efforts in Ontario.
10. Investments in paid staff for MCCO Thrift Shops has resulted in increased sales revenue and correspondingly
increased funds forwarded to MCC.
11. Thrift Shop customer surveys reflected a significant increase in the customer’s awareness of MCC’s work in
Development and Peace. This increased awareness in Development and Peace consequently resulted in a
decrease of customers who are only aware of our work in Relief. As a result we will not meet our 2020 Target
for Relief, but will significantly exceed our targets for Development and Peace awareness.
12. Overall in Ontario we are strongly rooted in the Strategic Directions and Goals, and we are often leaders in the
MCC Canada system. We could be doing more locally to foster peace and engage youth and young adults.
However, restrictions on shared revenue funding in Ontario limit our ability to do so.

Strategic Projects (Strategic Goal #1 & 3)
Projects delivered in partnership that address food, water, education
or sustainable livelihoods
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* There are a couple of projects in Sustainable Livelihoods that have a food component.

Highlights:







– See comment #6 in Learning/Analysis on page 3 for this section.
The Raw Carrot, a social enterprise that employs people with disabilities, has partnered with us to launch a site at
Stirling Ave Mennonite Church. Funding proposals were successful in obtaining funds for start-up costs.
MCCO continues to play a leading role in the Ontario Living Wage Network. The total number of certified Living Wage
Employers across Ontario is 167.
Indigenous Neighbours retrofitted 20 homes with clean water as part of the Pikangikum Working Group
51 women and men are involved with Circle of Friends. The program has expanded and is exploring new ways to
foster community integration.
Actively promoted BVOR sponsorship with letters sent out to various Constituent Groups who had expressed
interest. A segment with Ann Voskamp aired on 100 Huntley Street. The response to the call for BVOR sponsorships
has not been as high as hoped and plans were put in place for a BVOR sponsorship conference in April 2018, with the
hope of increasing support and interest in the sponsoring of refugees identified by the UNHCR.

Impact Story: Refugee Sponsorship
At Peace, at Last!

Welcoming a newcomer to Canada

The Alfulaihi family lived in Basra, Iraq until the war forced them to
flee. Being a Sunni family in an area that is predominantly Shiite
made them targets for violence, and they lost family members who
were kidnapped and then later murdered.
When they fled to Jordan in 2014 one of their sons remained behind
in Iraq to sell their home and assets in order to support the family in
exile. He remained in fear and had to move from one place to
another in search of peace.
In 2015, the Alfulaihi family resettled to Canada through the blended
sponsorship program. While they found peace in Canada, their son
who remained in Iraq was still in danger. Then, in 2016 when he
returned one day to their home, he fell into the hands of militiamen
who brutally beat him and left him with a broken arm and leg, but thankfully made it through the attack alive. In March
2016 he fled to Lebanon and later entered Jordan where an application for his sponsorship to Canada was started.
Finally, on April 4 2018, he arrived in Canada to a warm reception by his family who had been waiting for him for over
two years. The reunification of the family has given them the much-needed peace they have been longing for since 2014.

Peacebuilding (Strategic Goal #2)
Projects delivered in partnership in peacebuilding and restorative justice
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– Our current staff capacity is limited to meet the strategic directions related to preventing violence and
promoting justice and peace. We do not have designated staff to foster peacebuilding in Ontario and federal funding
for our Restorative Justice CoSA program has been reduced. See comment #6 on Analysis page 3.
Indigenous Neighbours: MCC Ontario hosted three Dancing Towards Reconciliation events this fiscal year, impacting
more than 1,500 attendees in three different communities across the province.
GVI Main Institution: Typically had 6-8 women inmates involved in the program at the GVI Main unit each Tuesday
and Thursday afternoon with the Blanket Making program running from 1-3:30pm these days. Participants had
varying levels of skill in sewing, with most having been involved for several years and able to perform all seven steps
in making a blanket. One newly involved woman is new to sewing and is learning each of the seven steps to make a
blanket. One particularly inspiring comment we hear from participants, about this program, is, “when I come to the
program I feel like I am not in prison.” This demonstrates the care of our volunteers who spend time sewing and
knotting blankets alongside the participants. In 2017-18, both units have produced 117 blankets for material
resources.
CoSA: Continuing to readjust to the new realities of our change from Correctional Service Canada to Public Safety
Canada. We currently work with 39 CoSA core members. Worked actively to recruit new CoSA donors from individual
and church constituency. Scheduled meetings with churches in KW area and are aware of seven churches who will be
discussing CoSA funding with their church councils. The hope is that we will then be able to make the “ask” to donors
within the church for CoSA Pledges of $2,500 a year/over five years for sustainable funding. Received approximately
$60,000 in pledges through work in Markham/Stouffville and the GTA.

Impact Stories: Indigenous Neighbours
MCC Ontario hosted three Dancing Towards
Reconciliation events this fiscal year. One of the most
riveting was the ‘Jingle Dress – First Dance’ film screening
that took place in Timmins Ontario.
This event engaged more than 450 people of all ages in a
journey and story, told by both James Buffin, film maker,
and Jules Koostachin. The film was shown in the Timmins
community one week after two indigenous community
members (one youth and one elder) died at the hands of
the local police. With the community feeling raw and
without a voice, and with Indigenous folk feeling
vulnerable, the timing was very good.
This brings to light the need for cultural awareness in the
City of Timmins.

James Buffin and Jules Kostachin with Lyndsay Mollins Koene

Program Involvement
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The number of program participants reflects a decrease in the number of refugee arrivals this fiscal year as well
as increased rigour in how we count program participants. Program participant numbers also affected by specific
criteria in the case of gov’t contracts.
Supported 246 refugees sponsored by 15 constituent groups through the refugee sponsorship program.
30 Low German clients received supports including translation and interpretation services; 3 Low German
Networking Conferences held, with 432 participants.
IVEPers & Southwestern ON YFC at “homeless Jesus” statue.
4 Material Resource (MR) international shipments sent.
13 TOOLS groups included 179 participants.
6 International Volunteer Exchange Program (IVEP)
participants started their placements in Ontario.
86% of Projects involved multiple MCC jurisdictions or
departments.

Impact Story: TOOLS
Email from a former participant (March 2018) - key quotes
“…the prayer tour … really opened my eyes to and reinforced the
importance of prayer: I’m glad you encouraged us to each take a turn praying out loud about the issues we were learning
about even though many of us were uncomfortable with it … I’ve tried to make prayer an ongoing practice/ conversation
and something I try to do intentionally everyday and I think this started from this prayer tour experience.”
“Learning about the struggles the LGBTQ community in Toronto goes through on that prayer tour was also very eyeopening to me. TOOLS also taught me the importance of being compassionate and non-judgemental ... Although there’s
so much pain and evil in this world, the only possible way to combat this is love. It is so sad that the issues of
homelessness, drug addiction, AIDS, and the child sex trade exist at all … Ever since I went on TOOLS, I’ve tried to see the
value and think about the story behind everyone I interact with ... I’m trying to be less judgemental and more loving.”
“I’ve also changed my field of study ... so I’m now taking Social Development Studies and Business along with a Peace
and Conflict Studies minor… I’m also planning on starting my own personal blog called ‘Self-Reflection’ after my school
term’s over where I’ll write about my thoughts on issues I see in society and the way I’ve been influenced by them. Again
I think having participated in TOOLS had an influence on these decisions.”

Human Capital
# of volunteers; # of international service workers; # of staff
# of MCCO staff and international service workers under age 30 (Strategic Goal #4)
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Highlights:

1998

2803
2096

* Refugee Volunteers account for significant increase
in 2015-16 (635) and 2016-17 (1035).
** Volgistics Database implemented 2017-18 and
resulted in more accurate accounting of volunteers, as
well as consistent defining of and counting volunteers.

- ISW and Under 30 Recruitment Challenges: Faith and lifestyle screens; constituent church gap in
support/promotion; funding for recruitment initiatives; national strategy collaboration complexity.
Recruitment Strategy next steps: A strategy with to increase recruiting of International Service Workers and Under
30s has been shared with CSS and is in the approval process.
Volgistics, a highly functional volunteer database, has been implemented and is now operational.
New Volunteer Manager hired and engaged in activities to support the strategic plan:
o Speaking/presenting: about volunteering (5 events); at Thrift Manager meetings
o Meetings: met with each Thrift Team; held five Volunteer Strategy Team Meetings
o Resources created: KW volunteer opportunities handouts; five recruiting resources; policy and orientation
manual distributed to all volunteer managers; Thrift Ops Council orientation package; new applications for
Thrift and Program areas; volunteer agreements
o Strategies created: for volunteers to recruit more volunteers; for Volunteer Appreciation Week; collaborative
training for volunteers with Program and Social Enterprise.
o Partnerships: posted with Volunteer Action Centre for 13 positions and rePurpose centre; with a community
source on a volunteering app for group volunteer opportunities.
o Background check implemented for all historic CoSA volunteers and Thrift Shop bookkeeper volunteers.
o Policy for Thrift volunteers age 14 and under developed along with matching parental consent forms.
o Information required to identify and communicate with 90% of our volunteers has been collected and is
easily accessible.
90% of departments with volunteers have an annual appreciation opportunity.
Dismantling Oppression: 57% of teams are diverse; 11.8% of staff are diverse; 100% of jobs advertised in at least one
venue that is diverse (Indeed.ca) – diversity remains challenging due to our constituent base.
MCCO held diversity training in our staff development day, attended by about 60% of our staff.

Impact Story:
Implementation of the Volgistics database provides a feature for recording volunteer birthdates that has enabled a great
opportunity for connection. Each month our Thrift Shop General Managers get a report of volunteer’s birthdays for the
month, and in response have been able to celebrate individual volunteers in a way they could not do before.
One shop manager commented how delighted a volunteer was when she was greeted at the beginning of her shift with
recognition of her special day. Another manager used the system to print labels for all volunteers and sent birthday
cards with an appreciation discount card to all those with birthdays that month. And several shops now post “Happy
Birthday” greetings on their shop volunteer communication boards.
New managers have also used Volgistics to check who is signed in to help them learn and mentally review volunteer’s
names. And during volunteer appreciation week one shop printed a report of all the places in the shop where their
volunteers served and customized their thank you cards accordingly. We are so appreciative of this new way of
connecting and growing relationships with volunteers so they truly feel connected with the MCC community.

Donors and Donations (Strategic Goal #5)
Total general contributions; # of Donors

Total # of Donors

General Contributions
$4,115,029

$4,200,000
$4,000,000

$4,062,957

$3,980,967

2017-18

5669

2016-17

5604

$3,800,000
$3,596,459

$3,600,000

2015-16

$3,400,000

4,901
5,063

2014-15

$3,200,000
2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

4,000

2017-18

* 2015/16 – assumption of some diverted General Contributions due to
Nepal & Syria relief needs.
** 2017-18 – Drop due to a $500k WNM gift diverted to International.

5,000

6,000

* The above numbers do not include disaster or refugee donors.

Highlights:
Acquire, Retain, Grow Donors:
 Our fiscal year financial goals were exceeded for both general and international designated donations.
 Stewardship (often a thank you along with an impact report) remained a high priority this year. In total, we made
6583 personal contacts via email, mail, phone calls, and visits.
 We have five volunteers assisting the revenue development team. Two of these are actively making phone calls
and emails to donors, and we now welcome and thank new donors within a month of their gift.
 Monthly Donor program continued to grow: we now have 662 monthly donors giving $583,000 annualized.
 Retention rate of our core donors was 52.5%. This is better than the 45% average retention rate among more
than 10,000 charities included in the 2017 fundraising effectiveness survey.
Legacy Giving:
 Invitation letter to consider legacy giving sent to 720 donors (with follow up phone call or email).
 71 additional estates were identified in 2017-18, bring us to a total of 210 legacy gifts identified at year end. The
estimated total value of these estates is more than $8,000,000.
 Stewardship of 122 legacy donors via Christmas cards and calendars.
Building a culture of Philanthropy:
 All leadership team members are now monthly donors.
 Eleven of 15 board members were donors at year-end (73%).
Communications: The outcomes of our revenue development work are reflective of a broader team effort, including the
excellent and integral support of our communications team helping in the engagement and stewardship of our donors
through such things as social media posts, the development of stories and videos, brochures, promotional material, etc.

Impact Story:
This year we continued our work in sending thank you emails to mass donors, who give up to $2000 per year, expressing
appreciation for their generous support of the work of MCC and thankfulness for their ongoing partnership with us. We
included an update with highlights and examples of the impact they are making possible, and encouraged them to be in
touch if they had any questions.
In response, one donor was led to give a $100K gift, fulfilling a 2012 pledge we did not think was going to be completed.
We believe that saying thanks is important and the right thing to do and we don’t assume that stewardship of our mass
donors will often lead to major gifts like this. However, this story reminds us that there are some very high capacity
donors in our mass donor file that we don’t always know about. And consistently doing the ‘right thing’ from a
stewardship angle, can bring some excellent results!

Social Enterprise (Strategic Goal #6)
Customer Awareness
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Thrift Shop sales have increased again this year along with donations to MCC’s Thrift Shops. 2017-18 numbers show
$7.6 million dollars in sales, representing a 10% increase over last year's sales.
Forwardings to MCC of over 3.1 million exceeded the budget.
Restructuring occurred and the Thrift Department became the Social Enterprise Department; the Thrift Development
Officer became the Director of Social Enterprise and an Operations Manager was hired.
Number of volunteers remains constant and they are receiving more support and training with Volgistics.
Volunteer Management Manual released to Thrift Shops. The Volunteer Orientation manual is a significant factor in
increasing our volunteers’ awareness of the role of Social Enterprise in the work of MCC Ontario.
308 customer surveys were completed and reflected a significant increase in customer’s awareness of MCC’s work in
Development and Peace. Because of this new awareness in Development and Peace, we naturally saw an according
decrease in the percentage of customers who think our work is only in the area of Relief. And we believe our
marketing for awareness is having significant impact in broadening our customer’s overall awareness of what we do
at MCC. (see above charts)
Each of our seven shops has an Annual General Meeting.
This year our Thrift Shops held 25 events including Ladies’ Shopping Nights, Father’s Day Sales and Plant Sales.
Thrift staff shared local Program focused presentations at 15 speaking engagements in constituency churches and
the community.
Approximately 1623 volunteers were involved in Social Enterprise this year.

Impact Story:
On March 1st 2018 MCCO opened the MCC rePurpose
Centre in Elmira, as a result of discussions around making
better make use of the items donated to the Thrift Shops.
Our goal is to keep items out of the landfill as well as to
keep items from being sent to developing countries.
Our first month of operations saw 76.87 tonnes of product
being diverted from the landfill. We look forward to
developing the “rePurposing” part of the operation in
2018-19.

Financial Services and Risk Management
Is MCC Ontario compliant w/ MCC Canada Financial Planning and Reporting processes: Yes
Is MCC Ontario in compliance with legal requirements: Yes
Highlights:












We have continued to maintain the shortening of our monthly financial reporting cycle with an average of 14.6 days;
our target has been closing by the 15th day of the month.
Thrift financial statements are not yet consolidated in to MCCO’s financial reports at this time, but components are
clearly reconciled to correlate to MCCO reports, particularly in the area of forwardings.
The annual review of the Risk Management Plan was completed without significant changes from the prior year.
The timeline for the budget process was successfully updated this year, which allowed enough time to work through
budgets with PMER Team and be reviewed by Audit & Finance Committee before submitting to MCC Canada.
100% of staff have again indicated that our new budget process timeline is clear.
MCCO is in compliance with the MCC Common Reserve fund policy.
Due to changes in how MCCO handles bequests, reserves have been flat-lined as 100% of funds are forwarded to
MCCC without using a ‘smoothing’ formula. Funds have been drawn down from the reserves in FY 2017-18 and FY
2018-19 to fund our Revenue Development team.
Other priorities have prevented completion of a Financial Services Procedures Manual, but plans have been made to
continue to work on this in conjunction with the MCC Provincial network.
Discussions regarding a review of the benefits of combining purchases of goods and services has occurred but
differences in cost and benefit for each province has prevented any combining from happening. This item has been
deferred for further discussion after three years.
MCCO’s Financial Services staff remain well qualified and adequately staffed to meet the needs and challenges of
the organization.
A Learning Tour opportunity has been confirmed for the Accounting Manager, and is now in the planning process for
travel to the Middle East anticipated in November 2018.

Information Technology
Is MCC Ontario at or above MCCs in Canada standards in software, hardware and data: Yes
Highlights:





Successful transition in conjunction with the broader system, from IBM Notes to Microsoft Outlook. This process was
met with much satisfaction by the staff and the transition went relatively smoothly for ON.
Significant time and energy spent on providing IT set up to the new MCC rePurpose Centre.
New MCC Thrift Shop and rePurpose Centre staff continue to be given access to and trained in the Hub.
A monthly ticketing report to track IT support tickets is generated and emailed, but does not retain historical data for
comparison. This feature will be addressed in the future to track average ticket response time and number of
pending support tickets at month-end or quarter-end.

